
 

 

Should I weight [sic] in the morning  
Should I wait, sick, in the morning  
 
This Body is A Hollow Vessel  
 
On the my pro ana website forum, fadingbella asks:  
What time is the best time to weigh myself?? Should I weight [sic] in the morning when there is no 
food in me? Or should I weigh myself in the afternoon or at night when all the food is in me? When 
do you guys weigh yourself??  
 
I would like to answer this question by thinking about True Blood. True Blood, for those who have 
not seen it, is an American television series set in the fictional town of Bon Temps, Louisiana. 
Based on the series of novels by Charlaine Harris, it depicts a parallel world in which vampires 
have publicly revealed themselves to be real, and desirous of assimilating into mainstream capitalist 
society. Their integration is enabled by the invention of synthetic blood, called True Blood, which 
ensures that in theory at least, vampires need no longer feed on humans in order to survive. As the 
show progresses over seven series, a whole host of other supernatural beings are revealed, either 
publicly or privately. Werewolves, werepanthers, fairies, ancient gods, mediums, ghosts, spirits, 
shifters. Sam Merlotte, the owner of the bar Merlottes, is one of this latter category. A shifter is a 
person who can change into any animal of their choosing. At various points Sam becomes a dog, an 
owl, a lion, and a bluebottle. I think about Sam Merlotte a lot.  
 
Why does he occupy so much of my thoughts? Well I will tell you. When Sam, or any other shifter, 
changes into an animal, their clothes remain unchanged, so will either fall off or rip dependent on if 
you go smaller or larger than a human, though most times Sam will take the time to undress before 
shifting. This is entirely logical: clothing is not a part of your body and so it would be beyond your 
capacity to enact change upon it. Things proximate to your body are not your body. But what of 
things that are ingested? The stomach capacity of a lion and a bluebottle are worlds apart. What if, 
say, you shifted into a lion, ate half an antelope, then shifted into a fly? What would happen to the 
antelope? Does it count as a part of you as soon as it passes into your mouth, and so shift with you, 
or does it remain in its original state and cause your tiny insect abdomen to rip and explode and 
scatter, dispersing into a fine mist? And I have seen images of enormous pythons that have ingested 
entire crocodiles, then curled up somewhere to slowly digest their meal over the course of weeks. 
You shift into a python, eat a crocodile, then change straight back into you: what happens to the 
crocodile? Is it a part of you, or not a part of you?  
 
— 
 
The question, which occupies many of the minds of those with eating disorders, is at what time in 
the day do you weigh yourself.  
fadingbella asks:  
What time is the best time to weigh myself?? Should I weight [sic] in the morning when there is no 
food in me? Or should I weigh myself in the afternoon or at night when all the food is in me? When 
do you guys weigh yourself??  
 
For, dependent on the time, the amount of food and drink you have ingested, the number of bowel 
movements you have passed, your weight may vary by up to 2 kilograms per day. I have always 
maintained that my own true weight is my weight without food, after a bowel movement, first thing 
after getting out of bed. The lowest I can possibly get, the emptiest I can render my gastrointestinal 
tract. I have always counted the food turned to bolus turned to chyme turned to excrement as 
something which is apart from me, a contaminant to my true weight, external matter which I 
temporarily carry within me. But Sam Merlotte and his hypothetical transition into a crocodile-



 

 

eating python gives me pause. Cosmetic waves replies to fadingbella: I weigh myself as soon as I 
wake up, after I pee and before I drink anything. And then I obsessively weigh myself every time I 
eat or drink anything. Accept that what you eat is a part of yourself, as soon as you eat it, as soon as 
it passes your lips, even before it has been digested and broken down and absorbed and 
reconstituted as other parts of you. The water you drink, the food you eat, it is all you, stop 
drinking, stop eating, get rid of it all, empty it out, empty yourself out, the only way to rid yourself 
of excess baggage. The only way to know you have become hollow.  
 
There are four different types of laxative which are commonly available over the counter or on the 
shelf. Bulk-forming laxatives – such as ispaghula husk and methylcellulose, which work in the 
same way as dietary fibre; they increase the bulk of my stools (faeces) by helping them retain fluid, 
encouraging my bowels to push the stools out. Osmotic laxatives – such as lactulose and 
polyethylene glycol, which soften my stools and make them easier to pass by increasing the amount 
of water in my bowels. Stimulant laxatives – such as bisacodyl, senna and sodium picosulfate, 
which speed up the movement of my bowels by stimulating the nerves that control the muscles 
lining my digestive tract. Stool softener laxatives – such as arachis oil and docusate sodium, which 
increase the fluid content of hard, dry stools, making them easier to pass. Laxatives overall will 
work to increase the fluid content within the large intestine and thus make hardened or impacted 
stool easier to pass. Laxative abuse occurs when a person wishes to purge themselves of the 
contents of their bowels, often through the desire to feel empty or lose weight. The purpose, my 
purpose, was not to remove fat, to burn off lipids or wear down flesh. The point was to rid myself of 
all fluid and solid waste, to eliminate anything extraneous, to wring myself out in order to reach the 
lowest possible weight that I could on the scales, a weight that was just me, my own matter, nothing 
else. To cleanse myself of everything, to become an isolated, desiccated, lumpen form of solid flesh 
that is entirely discrete and unpolluted and entirely itself.  
 
anorexicduty says Always weigh yourself immediately after you wake up. Pee and poop ifirst [sic], f  
[sic] you can and stip [sic] naked. I weigh myself around 5:00am. every other morning.  
 
MorbidEmpress says In the morning after I use the bathroom. Naked and it has to happen before I 
eat or drink.  
 
Soybih says every evening when I come home from school after I shower, I only eat omad [sic] at 
night and when I walked and fasted all day I know that's when all my water weight is gone and my 
glycogen too + sweat and dirt gotten rid of by the shower plus that's what motivates me not to eat 
all day because I get excited to see a lower number on the scale, and that determines what I'll eat 
for dinner 
 
Hollow, empty, a clean pipe, contents rushing straight through me. Food and drink is not a part of 
me. I do not know what this means for Sam Merlotte.  
 
(Autumn) 
This Body is Black Bile, This Body is Cold and Dry  
 
The function of the large intestine is to draw out moisture from your bowels and redistribute it 
across your body. Any form of laxative will either interrupt or arrest this function, and should you 
go with a stool softener or osmotic laxative, it may even draw fluid into the colon. As such, all 
forms of laxative abuse are an act of dehydration above all. Fluid leached from muscles, blood, 
tissues, pulled into the gut, out of the rectum, into the cistern, out to the sea. This has never been a 
problem for me: in fact, for the five years I abused laxatives, I wholly embraced their ability to 
dessicate my body. The term water weight makes me feel sick. 



 

 

 
Astrida Neimanis says: Blood, bile, intracellular fluid; a small ocean swallowed, a wild wetland in 
our gut; rivulets forsaken making their way from our insides to out, from watery womb to watery 
world: 
we are bodies of water.  
 
The human body is composed of 50-65% water. What an infuriating cliché to bring up, to 
regurgitate, for you. We all know this fact. Bottled water companies remind us frequently. Indeed it 
is from the Nestle Water website that I discover that two thirds of this water is held in intracellular 
fluid ie a component part of the cells themselves, and one third is extracellular, such as blood 
plasma, cerebrospinal fluid, lymph, et cetera. When I was a child, though, I did not know this 
breakdown of its distribution and, with no conception of cell structure or microbiology, I found it 
impossible to envisage quite where all this water was. My blood was red, and thick. My tissues and 
organs, I could see from cartoonish diagrams, were solid and pinkish grey, with red arrows 
signifying the direction of things. Where was the transparent liquid, where was the blue stuff? I did 
not quite picture myself as a hollow vessel, filled, perhaps, to the sternum with running water. But I 
did picture my inner viscera as a soggy pulp, tissues bathed all round with a thin sheen of pure 
water, as clear as that sold by Nestle. Water which would, over the course of the day, migrate ever 
downward to my ankles with the pull of gravity.  
 
The balance of water in a body may fall out of kilter due to poor circulation, poor kidney function, 
too much salt, not enough salt, dehydration, too much liquid. All these things can cause my body to 
cling to the liquid within it and increase the percentage beyond 65%. And when my body is carrying 
too much water, more water than it needs, the water spreads and pools in ankles, joints, stomach. I 
have always grappled with a puffy, oedemous, distended body. My body is a mash of sodden paper 
pulp, slowly sinking to the bottom of my skin sac with the pull of gravity. I wish for a body more 
like a sponge, better able to hold the water in place. Or perhaps a rock, totally refusing a state of 
liquefaction. 
 
Astrida Neimanis says: we are bodies of water. 
 
I do not want to be liquid. The burden of water is not welcome: I have always tried to find ways to 
dry myself out.  
 
Water weight. Water weight.  
Soybih says I know that’s when all my water weight is gone  
Water weight is not your weight, extra water that you carry is not of you but apart from you. In 
order to know my true weight, I must dry myself out as much as possible.  
 
Astrida Neimanis says: A watery body sloshes and leaks, excretes and perspires. Its depths gurgle, 
erupt. A body of water also extends, transcorporeally, into other assemblages: watershed, cistern, 
sea; and other bodies that were human, vegetable, animal, and hydrogeological. 
 
Senokot, whose active ingredient is senna, is a plant-derived stimulant laxative. It dehydrated my 
body, sapping moisture from my tissues into my colon. It demanded so much liquid to be expunged, 
into my colon, out into the cistern, that my body could not possibly cling to the water, and my 
tissues shrank and hardened. I liked to feel desiccated and lean, dry and hard, an impenetrable rock 
refusing liquefaction. For five years I used Senokot in a daily basis, first one tablet, escalating to 
twenty. I made the decision to stop, but it was some months before I was able to do so, for I was 
terrified of water. I would sit for hours in front of my computer reading first hand accounts of other 
persons who were recovering from laxative abuse. Tales of severe oedema and puffiness, abdomen 
so distended that sitting was uncomfortable, ankles so swollen that walking was impossible. I had 



 

 

been refusing liquid for so long that once I would allow it back into my tissues, it seemed it would 
come in a torrent. I could not allow this, and so I kept using this medication, I kept taking the 
tablets, telling myself that tomorrow I would stop, but I didn’t. In fact, I stopped only when this 
abuse of medication rendered my digestive system so dysfunctional that I became acutely ill. I 
stopped absorbing anything, effectively, and so the medication itself was no longer effective. 
 
There is little that I miss about my time abusing laxatives: being regularly incontinent, being unable 
to leave the house, factoring proximity to bathrooms with minimal queues into literally every 
journey no matter how short. These are things I do not miss. I do not miss how much money I spent 
on medication, on having to hide medication, on structuring shopping around the purchase of 
medication. I do not miss being addicted to a medication that crops up often in the plots of Mr Bean 
and other slapstick comedies. Bu there are things I do miss. There are things I enjoyed. I enjoyed 
the sensation of voiding my bowels violently, almost painfully. I enjoyed feeling faint and dizzy 
afterwards, a physical weakness that I felt demonstrated a strength of will. I enjoyed the fact that 
my shit was more liquid than solid, that I was wringing myself out. A liquid torrent, a gushing, 
knowing that everything was being cleared out, that I was being flushed through. Colon clean, 
everything washed away into the cistern, the waste water pipe, the sewage system and out to the 
sea. I felt empty, and lean. I felt purged.  
 
Astrida Neimanis says: we are bodies of water.  
 
I did not want to become water, I wanted to rid myself of water. 
 
Astrida Neimanis says: Our wet matters are in a constant process of intake, transformation and 
exchange – drinking, peeing, sweating, sponging, weeping. Discrete individualism is a rather dry, if 
convenient, myth. 
 
The first mention in written records of the use of senna as a laxative comes in the 9th century from 
Yahya Ibn Serabi in the 9th or 10th century, in his compilation of medicines written in Syriac, then 
translated into Arabic by Musa ben Abrahim al-Hodaithi and Ebn Bahbul.  
 
In Venice in the fifteenth century, the manuscripts were translated into Latin. Yayha Ibn Serabi 
himself was renamed the far more latinate Serapion, a fact which I mention largely as it is still, to 
this day, impossible to find reference to this author and his writings which uses his actual Syrian 
name, and the treatises themselves have been variously renamed Pandectae, Therapeutica methodus, 
and Practica siue Breviarium. I shall not, however, be using these westernised versions in any future 
mention. At the time and place of this Latin translation, however—that being the early modern era, 
in Europe—doctors were as a whole shaking off disease diagnoses related purely to religious 
causes: plagues rained down by God, et cetera. Instead they were turning to the scientific texts of 
Arabic authors, and returning to the texts of Hellenic and Roman antiquity, such as Hippocrates and 
Galen. Now this is a very, very broad overview of a very complicated set of machinations 
surrounding disease, the medical profession as a canon versus lay and folk medicine, and the belief 
system surrounding all of these different practices, so please do forgive my incredibly broad 
strokes. But the point is not to give you a sketchy history of Western medicine. The point, you see, 
is this. There was, in many areas, a return to humoural theory.  
 
Humoural theory, wherein four humours ruled the body: blood, phlegm, yellow bile, black bile. 
Four liquids, which existed in a balance in every body. Illness was usually caused by an imbalance 
or excess of one of the humours: illness was caused by an excess of liquid. As an interesting aside, 
here, I might tell you that the word plethora was originally a diagnosis for a disease of having too 
much blood, with associated symptoms. Too much blood, too much phlegm, too much bile, either 
yellow or black. And so, purging the body of fluids was a regular treatment: bloodletting, induced 



 

 

sweating, vomiting, and laxatives to induce bowel elimination. Ridding the body of an excess, 
stripping it back, drying the body, dessication.  
 
Purus, purgare, Purgier, purge: the word derives from the Latin to purify: to rid the body of that 
which would contaminate it. 
 
This Body is a Diagram 
 
When I was around nine years old, I became rapidly constipated due to a hardened plug of impacted 
stool which refused to be forced out. For two or three days—I cannot recall precisely the time, save 
that it felt like years—I lay in bed as my bowels constantly spasmed, leaking mucosal shit around 
the hardened stone of excrement that had formed into a shape just, only just, ever so slightly too 
large to pass.  
 
The Mayo Clinic website says that A bezoar (BE-zor) is a solid mass of indigestible material that 
accumulates in your digestive tract, sometimes causing a blockage. Bezoars usually form in the 
stomach, sometimes in the small intestine or, rarely, the large intestine. They can occur in children 
and adults.  
 
In early modern Western medicine, bezoars from animal guts were a valuable ingredient in a 
number of health cures, and were, incidentally, placed in the same taxonomy as precious stones and 
metals. The body produces a stone, becomes lithic.  
 
I do not know if my excessive fear of constipation stems from this one, comparatively benign 
childhood incident, but what I can say is that I recall it so vividly and with such horror that it cannot 
but have at least contributed to my fear of irregular bowel movements. I am horrified, horrified, by 
the mere thought of constipation.  
 
It is more than a minor frustration to me that mere willpower alone is not enough to discipline my 
body. I hate that I cannot control my guts. My own digestive system is opaque and unknowable, 
reactive and unpredictable. It behaves irrationally in response to certain foods, drinks, 
pharmaceutical medicines, moods and hormones. Western medicine tries to see, tries to understand, 
tries to know. And so, I have undergone endoscopy to see my oesophagus and stomach. 
Colonoscopy to see my rectum and colon. Contrast CT scan to chart my bowel emptying. I have 
swallowed a camera in a tablet, then walked around as it documented its voyage through my 
alimentary canal over the course of the day. These attempts to see within me are partial at best: 
what is both amazing and infuriating is that there is no means to fully open myself out and observe 
my digestive system at work. Further, all attempts thus far have assumed that seeing will lead to 
understanding. My guts remain, though, a murky and disconsolate mystery, sulking in my abdomen.  
 
I cannot stand this lack of understanding. What is unbearable above all is the changeability of my 
gut, as its response to certain foods will differ from day to day. I may become constipated, or 
bloated, or nauseated, and it is never easy to identify a root cause or singular reason that this can be 
traced to. Input and output do not directly correlate, and this is horrific. I would like my body to 
open itself up to me diagrammatically, or I would like to become a material diagram: a knowable 
system that I can master. Input and output do not directly correlate, and I will never be able to 
penetrate the unseen spaces of my own matter. I picture a cartoon diagram, big red arrows 
signalling the directional movement of foods in my intestines. This will never be me: I will never be 
able to witness the invisible red arrows, and no one will. This fact is horrific to me.  
 
You see, a part of the reason why I so enjoyed using laxatives for so long was the illusion of control 
it supplied. I was master of my alimentary canal, able to wholly and easily track input and output.  



 

 

 
My system of digestion is vast, metres long, twisted, bending and convoluted ropes of puffy 
intestine stuffed with food. Ingested matter will become a bolus formed of saliva and food, then 
pass into the stomach and be churned into chyme which passes into the small intestine where 
nutrients will be absorbed and the remaining blend of chyme and chyle will move to the colon, 
where water will be sapped until it becomes excrement which is held in the rectum until it passes 
out of the anus, as a solid stool. But abusing laxatives for over five years, this process of digestion 
and absorption, of transformation and incorporation, had been partial at best. Food would rush 
through my system at such a pace that it was easily recognisable as its original foodstuff once it left 
my body again, all suspended in a slimy liquid, waters drawn from my tissues. Spinach leaves, 
chunks of chewed up egg white, the grainy pulp of porridge: all rushed through and out, landing in 
the toilet bowl like so much vomit, barely acknowledging their sojourn in the ileum, the duodenum, 
the colon. It felt clean, matter passing through me cleanly. It had been a relief to eat and then a 
matter of mere hours later, feel the familiar painful clench of colonic spasming, followed by a 
mucosal drool as bowel contents were voided. Food passed through indiscriminately and barely 
digested, and so I was able to easily trace each bowel movement to a specific meal. Input, output. 
When I came off laxatives, the first time I had a solid bowel movement was truly horrific to me, for 
I passed from a transparent to an opaque system of functioning, and output could not be directly 
correlated with input. 
 
Everything slowed and stagnated in my gut. I could feel it sitting there, a hardening rock of shit in 
my colon, a compound mass of any number of meals. After coming off senna, the first time I had a 
solid bowel movement, unrecognisable in its alimentary origins, I was horrified. Now, dependent on 
the ease or difficulty of their digestion, different foods will reside in my gut for different time 
periods, and a bowel movement may be a composite of any number of meals over a 72 hour period. 
My guts, their functioning, the mysterious bloating and gripings and pains and passages, are all 
unknowable to me, untraceable and unquantifiable. I am not a diagram. There are no red arrows.  
 
(Winter) 
This Body is Phlegm, This Body is Cold and Moist  
 
fadingbella asks:  
What time is the best time to weigh myself?? Should I weight [sic] in the morning when there is no 
food in me? Or should I weigh myself in the afternoon or at night when all the food is in me? When 
do you guys weigh yourself??  
 
I still cannot discern at what point ingested matter starts to become a part of me. Digestion is a 
horrifically grey area, no clean lines or borders. This is unacceptable. Digestion is unacceptable. My 
own body plus the food I have ingested is not purely me, but the two are not entirely separable, 
either. The desire to purge myself of food before it can possibly bleed into my tissues, before it can 
possibly contaminate me, is constant.  
 
Purus, purgare, Purgier, purge: the word derives from the Latin to purify: to rid the body of that 
which would contaminate it. 
 
Mary Roach says: We are large, mobile vessels of the very substances we find most repulsive. 
 
The contents of my intestine are an ambiguous, pulpy slurry lying somewhere between self and 
nonself, some parts will be absorbed, some parts will be eliminated. So, at any one time there will 
be a creeping slime mould of churned up and liquefied food, slowly being pressed through my 
digestive system, massaged through the colon, parts of it seeping across my gut wall and into my 



 

 

tissues. Shit is dirty, food is dirty, I don’t see why I should stand it seeping into me. Is this 
digestion, or is this contamination. Digestion feels like a process of infection.  
 
The excreta that lurks in my large bowel is a mixture of undigested nutrients and waste matter. My 
bowel wall keeps the surrounding tissues largely separate from this matter. It is only a rupture in the 
bowel wall that can lead to the toxic intestinal contents leaking into my abdominal cavity, causing 
inflammation and potentially fatal infection. But in the absence of rupture, my gut wall is a partially 
permeable barrier between shit and surrounding tissues, filtering through only what is needed.  
 
In 1928, the physician William Stemmerman described the contents of the colon as a burden, 
fermenting, decomposing, putrefying, filling the body with poisonous substances [and…] sewer like 
blood. 
 
This description was in line with many mainstream medical misunderstandings surrounding the 
dangers of constipation. For in nineteenth and early twentieth century Europe, a fear pervaded the 
medical canon that the toxic excrement of the colon would slowly, incrementally, ooze out into the 
soft matter, the blood and muscles and interstertial tissues, causing a slow form of poisoning termed 
autointoxication. The longer excreta remained in the colon, the more deadly it was. Constipation 
was thought not just uncomfortable: it was potentially deadly. This fear of being poisoned by the 
excrement that lurked in the bowels had begun many centuries ago. Earliest mention, perhaps, is 
found in an Ancient Egyptian medical treatise, written in the 16th century BC and known generally 
as the Ebers Papyrus, though it should be noted that this name came from the Egyptologist Georg 
Ebers who purchased the manuscript in 1873. I cannot find its original name, I am not sure one 
existed. So in refusal of this act of colonial naming, I shall refer to this document as The Papyrus.  
 
The Payprus says: If you see someone suffering from mucus / and his belly is stiff / because of it, 
while he has pain in his stomach / his mucus is in his belly before it has found a way out, / and it 
has no way out from him, then it will rot in his belly without coming out 
 
The borders of myself are not just wrapped around my exterior skin, but also fold into my insides, 
lining my gut wall at all stages, protecting my viscera from the unsanitary and potentially toxic 
contents of my gut.  
 
Cixous: The wall in us, outside us. And followed by the question: what if we took away our wall? 
History of walls, history of annihilations […]  
 
But it is not a clean divide, for as matter is broken down it seeps across the barrier, which is not 
truly a barrier at all but more like a string of gates, selectively opening and closing. I often wish that 
these gates stayed shut. After swallowing multiple Senna tablets, I had enjoyed food rushing 
straight through me, undigested, and I wish there was a way to continue this. I wish there was a way 
to make my gut lining impenetrable. I often fantasise about having organs of glass, completely 
inabsorbent, easily wiped clean, dishwasher safe. Digestion feels like a process of infection. I can 
entirely understand the rationale behind the fear of being poisoned by your own shit, starting in 16th 
century BC Egypt, through Yayha Ibn Serabi, across humoral theory of early modern medicine, 
trickling down into early twentieth century Europe, where due to misdiagnosis of this fictitious 
condition of autointoxication, colectomies were routinely performed to remove large tracts of 
intestine. Bodies became through pipes. I long to be a through pipe, I long to simply have swift 
channel from mouth to anus. I fantasise about the foods I would eat, if they would only just rush 
through me and not stick to my insides. I would endlessly eat, and endlessly excrete. Input would be 
identical to output.  
 



 

 

Purus, purgare, Purgier, purge: the word derives from the Latin to purify: to rid the body of that 
which would contaminate it. Oh the foods that would slip through me.  
 
Fish in breadcrumbs and beer-battered chips from Borza’s, the fish and chip shop in Sandymount 
(now closed). The chips must be saturated in so much vinegar they become limp and pulpy  
The lamb meatballs my mother makes, with tagliatelli, tomato sauce, Cathedral city cheddar cheese 
grated on top, a glass of full-cream milk  
The strawberry creams in Cadbury’s roses  
Guylian truffles  
Belgian flake truffles in a bright yellow box like the ones my uncle Alan brought back from 
Brussels 
Apple crumble with condensed milk ice cream  
Cheese and onion crispbakes with bacon and grilled tomatoes  
Full fat mayonnaise 
Apple pie with Birds custard  
Thick, thick greek yogurt from Lidl  
Strawberries, thinly sliced, on hot scones with melted butter, thin layer of dusted icing sugar  
My grandmother’s soda bread, with butter and a banana  
Jelly babies, particularly the pink ones  
Sultana rock cakes, still warm, and cheddar cheese  
Cornish cruncher cheddar cheese, that particularly crumbly and salinic crust 
Pasta bake with melted cheese on top  
The crusty bits of the melted cheese on top 
My own recipe chocolate brownies made with yogurt and white chocolate chunks  
Big square chunks of dairy milk chocolate  
The scones from Keogh’s Cafe on Trinity Street 
Teisan Lap  
Gino Ginelli toffee fudge ice cream  
Toast. Buttered toast. So much buttered toast. It has to be Hovis Thick Sliced Wholemeal, the toast 
has to be browned but still soft in the middle so that when it is buttered, the pressure of the knife 
causes the central untoasted bread to collapse slightly so the slices have a dip in the middle, a 
shallow indent for melted butter to pool into. Buttered toast.  
 
To be made of glass, inside, to eat buttered toast and shit out buttered toast and both of us remain 
unchanged. I long to be a series of pipes of glass. I long to eat buttered toast.  
 
 
This Body is of Nature, This Body is a Plant  
 
Cascarets candy cathartic were a laxative product of the Victorian era, brown octagonal sweets 
containing active agents derived from Cascara bark, a buckthorn tree native to the US. 
 
The advert for Candy Cascarets says: BOWEL BLOAT  
A horrible, slimy monster that makes man’s life a misery. After eating: a bloated belly, belching gas 
from the stomach, a foul, ill-smelling scurf on the tongue, dizziness, headache, a sour rising and 
spitting up of half-digested food, — it’s Bowel Bloat.  
When the Bowels stop working they become filled with putrid, rotting matter, forming poisonous 
gases that go through the whole body. If you don’t have a regular, natural movement of the bowels 
at least once a day your fate is bowel bloat, with all the nasty, disgusting symptoms that go with it.  
There is only one way to set it right. Clean yourself out gently but thoroughly and tone up your 
bowels with CASCARETS. Every form of bowel trouble is quickly and permanently cured by 
CASCARETS 



 

 

 
When autointoxication was created as a term, it was the early industrial capitalist era, with even 
fewer regulations on the claims made by medicinal and pseudomedicinal consumer products being 
advertised. Autointoxication was invoked regularly to induce terror into the minds of society at 
large, that your bowels were hell bent on killing you. Even if you did not know it, you were 
probably constipated and it was probably killing you. Worry not though, for there were innumerable 
products and consumables specifically marketed to maintain gut health and gut movement. Enema 
and colonic irrigation equipment, abdominal support belts, abdominal massage machines, electrical 
stimulators, rectal dilators. All bran was conceived specifically by Kellogg in his terror of being 
backed up. And, of course, stimulant laxatives. Senna was regularly used, alongside cascara: 
distillates and derivatives were being created from the nineteenth century, but it was not until 1949 
that the specific active agents—athraquinone glycosides—were isolated, and their specific 
interaction with the gut remains not entirely understood. They were, however, and remain, plant 
derived. They have largely been marketed as an herbal solution.  
 
Senokot tablets are thick, green, chalky, tasting of soil. Perhaps this is the form they must adopt, or 
perhaps their awkward, natural appearance, so far removed from synthetic medications produced in 
labs, pure chemicals, perhaps this works in their favour. 
 
Senokot is available, on the shelf, without prescription, in almost every single chain supermarket 
you might visit across the UK.  
The Senokot website says: Dependable, overnight relief from occasional constipation with a 
natural vegetable laxative ingredient.  
Natures way sells Senna Leaves Vcaps for occasional relief of constipation  
Traditional Medicinals produces a laxative tea containing Senna, called Organic Smooth Move 
Senna: Herbal Stimulant Laxative Tea 
Swanson Herbals sells a herbal supplement containing senna leaf, for daily use  
Swanson Herbals says: An herbal answer for bowel regularity / Promotes digestive system health 
 
And perhaps the Western medical incredulity in the material, real efficacy of herbal medicines 
allows senna to be marketed as gentle and safe. Capitalism, big pharma, have produced an industry 
that ironically markets itself on its lack of material efficacy. In a journal article tiled ‘Herbal does 
not mean innocuous: Ten cases of severe hepatotoxicity associated with dietary supplements from 
Herbalife products’ Alan M. Scoepfer et al say: Patients perceive them as natural and therefore 
safe. This is not to discount the very real efficacy of herbal medicine as a practice. Rather the 
contrary. I want to propose that maybe, just maybe, the pharmaceutical and herbal products industry 
have an insidious and vested interest in negating the potency of plants, for self-dosing then becomes 
an act of health, and nourishment. Leaves, like plants, like spinach, which contains folic acid, and 
nutrients. Leaves are good for you. Plants are good for you. Just herbs.  
 
Swanson Herbals says: An herbal answer for bowel regularity / Promotes digestive system health.  
Their product is A DAILY SUPPLEMENT. 
 
But there is this. I have undergone colonoscopy to see my rectum and colon. And from that 
colonoscopy I was told that, due to longterm abuse of senna-derived laxatives—namely and 
shamely, Senokot—I had pseudomelanosis coli across my gut wall. The wikipedia page for this 
condition says: The anthranoid laxatives pass through the gastrointestinal tract unabsorbed until 
they reach the large intestine, where they are changed into their active forms. The resulting active 
compounds cause damage to the cells in the lining of the intestine and leads to apoptosis (a form of 
cell death). I may have used this plant with the desire that nothing stick to me and I remain 
inviolable, yet the very drug itself changed my insides. Cell death. Plants can change me, plants can 
kill me. Swanson herbals says: promotes digestive system health. 



 

 

 
It was last summer, the summer of that heatwave. The summer I spent mostly indoors, alone. I was 
attempting, and failing, to come off laxatives. And with the (also failed) aim of winning a phone-in 
competition when a certain Taylor Swift song played, I was listening to the radio station Capital FM 
for a prolonged period of time. In that period I heard not once, not twice, but three times an 
incredibly irritating advert for Senokot Max.  
 
The advert says: Constipation relief has me singing with glee / Strutting my stuff for the whole 
world to see / Senokot Max helps me feel free / Natural senna, double strength / Brings me back to 
normality. 
 
This advert was also played on the television, and you can still find it on YouTube, should you so 
wish. Everyone is dancing around, physically active, lighter, the implication is, when unburdened of 
their toxic load of shit. It is true, that for a time, Senokot did make me feel free, and light, and 
hollow, and dry, and glass, a diagram, knowable. But I was not free. I was not dancing down the 
aisles of an office, a productive citizen once more. I was not in the park, or the gym, or the 
supermarket. I was shackled to my toilet. I was alone, I was indoors, it was sunny outside, and I was 
really fucking miserable.  
 
fadingbella asks:  
What time is the best time to weigh myself??  
 
I had to wait until all bowel movements had ceased, until I was empty, before I could do anything. I 
could not eat or drink or leave my bed or talk to anyone or do anything until I had shit everything 
out of me, and as my body became accustomed to the medication, as its efficacy waned and the 
duration between ingesting the drug and its impact on my guts lengthened, ever and ever longer, 
this time became later and later in the day. Indoors. Alone. Fucking miserable. All attempts to 
control my guts led them simply to controlling me. And my guts remain a sulking, disconsolate 
mystery.  
 
 


